KERN-LIEBERS TEXTILE will
present entire range of spareparts
and needles
KERN-LIEBERS TEXTILE is represented by KERN-LIEBERS KNITTING
PARTS, SAXONIA and LEISTNER.
Casted and plastic blocks for the
warp knitting industry
The world’s largest product range
from Saxonia, one of the world leaders
and the specialist for accessories for the
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warp knitting industry, includes needles,
guide needles, sinkers and blocks for all
warp knitting applications. Building on
long experience in development, the
product range is being expanded continuously.

these increased requirements again and
again presents new challenges for developers, but it also means that the highest
standards in terms of quality, the lifespan
of our end products, and development
expertise are achieved.

Because the warp knitting market is
creating more and more complex end
products, the technical requirements for
these products, and in particular for
blocks, are constantly increasing. Meeting

Saxonia is the brand for all leading
machine manufacturers and end users
who rely on the highest quality standards
in the warp knitting industry.

Flat knitting STOLL CMS

TC01

Kern-Liebers now offers the complete
range of needles and parts for CMS
machines. Flatbed knitting machine manufacturer Stoll and Kern-Liebers have
been working together for decades. This
long partnership between the two companies means that Kern-Liebers can offer
the complete range of needles and parts
for Stoll CMS machines, and it also means
that all needles and spare parts meet
100% of OEM specifications. All components working in the needle bed are
therefore available from a single source
and are fully compatible with each other.
Since 2018, this has also been the case for
all holding down sinkers. Kern-Liebers
thus offers the best solution, not only for
machine manufacturer Stoll, but also for
all quality-conscious end users.

Lakshmi

E7/4, LK250, LK54, LK64

Quality of KERN-LIEBERS Textile means:

Jingwei

FA266, FA269, FA1268A, FA1272, FA1275



Kaigong

JSFA286, JSFA288, JSFA388, JSFA388A

Combing
Machine

Model

Rieter

E7/4, E7/5, E7/5A, E7/6, E60/E70, E62/E72, E65/E75, E66/E76, E80

Marzoli
Vouk
Truetzschler

PX1, PX2, CJ40, CJ60, CJ66
CM400, CM500



Haochang

HC350, HC500, HC600

Hengxing

SXFA289, SXFA299, SXFA299B



Article No.

Number of
teeth (cm2)

Number of
teeth (rows)

CB.05.25.025.320

25

Orange

Black

5

CB.10.30.058.320

58

Green

Yellow

10

CB.10.25.062.320

62

Orange

Yellow

10

CB.12.25.088.320

88

Orange

Brown

12

CB.12.20.097.320

97

Red

Brown

12

CB.15.25.110.320

110

Orange

Beige

15

CB.15.20.125.320

125

Red

Beige

15

CB.15.15.139.320

139

Blue

Beige

15

Color

Highest demands in terms of product
quality, evenness, rounding and tempering
Renowned and proven KERNLIEBERS quality for all needle bed elements
OEM cooperation means we meet
the toughest requirements and provide optimum consultation

PAUL LEISTNER offers a comprehensive assortment of circular
combs for cotton combing machines
Combs for different machine types of
all leading combing machine manufacturers can be delivered.
Paul Leistner’s special expertise shows
in the exact and repeatable configuration
of the teeth and the accuracy of densities
and projections. Thereby the tops can be
kept extremely clean which is a prerequisite for an optimum spinning process.
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